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Gray Wolf Program in Court 
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Journal Staff Writer

 The Mexican gray wolf reintroduction program came under fire in court Thursday by environmentalists
who say the federal government is harming the endangered wolves by playing politics and ignoring science.
 The Center for Biological Diversity filed a federal lawsuit in Washington, D.C., challenging the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service's failure to adopt recommendations made by a scientific panel it convened five years
ago.
 "Recovering wolves is not rocket science," said Michael Robinson, carnivore conservation coordinator for
the center. "It just takes respect for biology and some political will. Unfortunately, Fish and Wildlife
Service bureaucrats have neither."
 The service defended its actions Thursday but would not comment on the lawsuit.
 "Making critical management decisions for a program that has complex social impacts while ensuring that
wolves are returned to their natural world takes time," said spokeswoman Vicki Fox.
 "The service doesn't take its decision-making process lightly and remains committed to recovering
Mexican wolves in the wild," she added.
 The livestock industry, meanwhile, blasted the suit as "blatant buffoonery."
 "It's not time to expand the program and throw gas on the fire," said Erik Ness, spokesman for the New
Mexico Farm and Livestock Bureau. "It's time to shut it down."
 Caren Cowan of the New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association agreed the program is failing and should
end.
 It's been a difficult year for wolves, with many shot dead or captured for killing livestock.
 The program goal was to have 102 wolves in the wild by the end of this year. A current count is not
available, but the number for 2005 was about 42. There have been some releases and pups born but also
many deaths or removals since then.
 The Fish and Wildlife Service, as part of a three-year review of the program in 2001, convened a panel of
biologists to make recommendations.
 Among the suggestions were allowing wolves to set up territories outside the official recovery area,
releasing wolves directly into the Gila rather than putting them in Arizona first and requiring ranchers to
take some responsibility for carcasses to prevent wolves becoming habituated to livestock.
 None of those recommendations has been implemented. The service says it still is reviewing them.
 The center petitioned for the changes in 2004 and has not had a reply. That is the basis for Thursday's
lawsuit.
 Wolf programs in the Northern Rockies and Great Lakes don't have the release and boundary
restrictions. The Rockies program sets some limits on control of wolves who scavenge on carcasses.
 "The recovery and viability of these wolves requires more land and less human-caused killing and
interference," said John Vucetich, a Michigan Technological University wolf biologist and member of the
scientific panel.
 The farm bureau and other groups petitioned this summer for a different set of changes such as stricter
rules to remove depredating wolves from the wild.


